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In her seminal essay, “The Particular and the General in Lyric Poetry,” 
published in 1981, Lidiia Ginzburg proposes two main thrusts of poetic 
movement: what she terms “deductive” and “inductive.” Ginzburg writes:

The lyrical deduction and induction correspond to two great aesthetic 
forces—that of symbolic generalizing and that of detailing, which only the 
artistic perception of the world is capable of producing . . . Induction is a cor-
ollary to the concrete, opposed in art to the generally ideal—a picture of the 
ideal world depicted in the language of pre-established values and mean-
ings . . .  The lyrical induction demands concreteness and individuation . . .”1

Within this framework, deductive lines up with the general, collective, and the 
abstract, whereas inductive stands for the individual, the concrete, and the 
experiential. The most original and lasting of Russian poetry that responded to 
and commented on World War II already during the event and in its aftermath, 
shuttles between the deductive and inductive poles. Its shift of focus from the 
collective and impersonal to the factual and individual resists Stalinist aesthet-
ics, a perverse outgrowth of the deductive classics and epos with their “sym-
bolic generalizing” and “pre-established values.” Located in the underground 
and official Soviet spheres, this poetry provides parallels for today when the 
question of whether and how literature and poetry, in particular, can bear wit-
ness and respond to the ongoing atrocities and destruction has again become 
number one on the moral and intellectual agenda for many. This short essay 
is an attempt to reintroduce and reread this terse verse with these parallels 
in mind, focusing on two of its premier poets—Boris Slutskii (1919–1986) and 
Ian Satunovskii (1913–1982). Both cross the taboo of the war—individualize 
the enemy—in remarkably similar and dissimilar ways that account for their 
different life choices and yet intensely close personal and aesthetic kinship.

Boris Slutskii is a crucial component of the deductive/inductive nexus 
and perhaps its most curious and still misunderstood practitioner precisely 
because of his positioning at the intersection of published (and hence by 
definition censored and self-censored) and unpublished realms that—
as  students of Soviet culture begin to increasingly understand—fed off 
each other and could not be easily disentangled. Slutskii is also vital not 

1. Lidiia Ginzburg, “Chastnoe i obshchee v liricheskom stikhotvorenii,” Voprosy 
literatury, no. 10 (1981): 154–55.
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only because of his dwelling on the war as its participant, witness, and 
commentator, but because he was a poet-thinker intent on using his verse 
to formulate a philosophy of history, both immediate and far removed. He is, 
as I described it at length elsewhere earlier, a hermeneutic poet who treats 
his era as a biblical cluster.2 In other words, Slutskii both uses the Hebrew 
Bible to comprehend contemporaneity and offers his own lyrical corpus as 
a scripture, an addendum to and a competitor with the original holy writ. 
This pervasive and complex engagement with sacred textual traditions and 
upholding the collective canon conflicts and co-exists with Slutskii’s insistence 
on the concrete and the particular, leading to a paradox at the heart of his 
poetics. The tension between the collective and the experiential/particular 
or phenomenological—or even their overcoming—is at the core of his oeuvre, 
resulting in the daring confluence of deductive and inductive thinking.

A case in point is the poem “Govorit Foma” (Thomas Speaks), written 
most likely in the early- or mid-1950s (and hence possibly predating Stalin’s 
death), and published for the first time in 1989. Taking on the persona of the 
doubting Thomas from the Gospel of John, who refused to believe that the res-
urrected Christ had appeared to the apostles until he could see and feel Jesus’s 
wounds, Slutskii offers a phenomenological manifesto of supreme individual-
ism that defies not merely any ideology and its propaganda machinery, but 
the world as such. The poem reads:

Сегодня я ничему не верю: Today I believe nothing:
Глазам—не верю. Do not believe my eyes.
Ушам—не верю. Do not believe my ears.
Пощупаю—тогда, пожалуй, поверю, I’ll touch—then, perhaps, will believe,
Если на ощупь—все без обмана. There’s no deceit in the touch.

Мне вспоминаются хмурые немцы, I recall gloomy Germans,
Печальные пленные 45-го года, Glum POWs of ’45,
Стоявшие—руки по швам—на доп росе. Standing—hands at the seams—at interrogations.
Я спрашиваю—они отвечают. I ask—they answer.

- Вы верите Гитлеру?—Нет, не верю. “Do you believe Hitler?” “No, I don’t.”
- Вы верите Герингу?—Нет, не верю. “Do you believe Goering?” “No, I don’t.”
-  Вы верите Геббельсу?—О, пропа ганда! “Do you believe Goebbels?” “Oh, propaganda!”
-  А мне вы верите?—Минута молч анья. “And do you believe me?” A moment of silence.
- Господин комиссар, я вам не верю. “Mister Commissar, I don’t believe you.
Все пропаганда. Весь мир—пропа ганда. It’s all—propaganda. The whole world is 

propaganda.”

Если бы я превратился в ребенка, If I turned into a child,
Снова учился в начальной школе, And were once again in elementary school
И мне бы сказали такое: And I were told:
Волга впадает в Каспийское море! “The Volga flows into the Caspian sea!”
Я бы, конечно, поверил. Но прежде I would have believed them, of course. But first
Нашел бы эту самую Волгу, I would have found this very Volga,

2. See Marat Grinberg, “I Am to Be Read not from Left to Right, but in Jewish: From Right 
to Left”: The Poetics of Boris Slutsky (Brighton, Mass., 2011).
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Спустился бы вниз по течению к морю, Went down its course toward the sea,
Умылся его водой мутноватой Washed myself in its muddy waters,
И только тогда бы, пожалуй, поверил. And only then would have probably believed.

Лошади едят овес и сено! “Horses eat wheat and hay!”
Ложь! Зимой 33-го года Lies! In the winter of 1933
Я жил на тощей, как жердь, Украине. I lived in scrawny, beanpole-like Ukraine.
Лошади ели сначала солому, The horses first ate the hay,
Потому—худые соломенные крыши, Then they ate the thinly thatched roofs,
Потом их гнали в Харьков на свалку. Then they were herded to Kharkov to a dump.
Я лично видел своими глазами I personally saw with my own eyes
Суровых, серьёзных, почти что важных The stern, serious, almost haughty,
Гнедых, караковых и буланых, Bay, black and buckskin horses,
Молча, неспешно бродивших по свалке. Who wandered around the dump in silence.
Они ходили, потом стояли, They walked, then stood,

А после падали и долго лежали, And then fell down and lay there for a long time,
Умирали лошади не сразу . . . The horses did not die right away . . .
Лошади едят овес и сено! “Horses eat wheat and hay!”
Нет! Неверно! Ложь, пропаганда. No! Not true! Lies, propaganda,
Все пропаганда. Весь мир—пропа ганда.3 It’s all—propaganda. The whole world is 

propaganda.4

The poem’s terrain is one of “multidirectional memory” in its fusion of mem-
ories of the war and Holodomor in Ukraine.5 Its sense of time is deceiving. 
On the one hand, it is momentary and immediate and thus, fleeting—“Today 
I believe nothing”—but, on the other, it extends to the speaker’s worldview in 
its entirety—“It’s all propaganda. The whole world is propaganda.” The poem 
is emblematic of Slutskii’s poetics in its conversational mode—the reader here 
is an interlocutor who is being told a story. It is also an “anecdote in the vein of 
Herodotus, without lies, but artistically framed,” to borrow Slutskii’s charac-
terization of his own Notes about the War, his only extended prose text.6 In an 
essay, “After the War,” them, he described his memoiristic method as objectiv-
ist, writing, “A memoirist must be passionate and unjust—in order not to tum-
ble down into objectivism. I am, by nature, not too passionate and relatively 
just. I roll toward objectivism with pleasure.”7 This deliberate objectivism or 
truthfulness is manifest in the poem as well, meaning that the event being 
described or recalled is presented from the other’s angle, indeed not unlike 
in Herodotus’s Histories. The personal is undercut by providing the enemy’s 
voice, which causes the transformation of the personal. The poem becomes 
an elegiac wish for the childhood that never was, necessary for the remaking 
or rather unmaking of the self in its interaction with the ostensibly objective 
world (Volga) that can come into being only through the poet’s stubborn touch.

3. Boris Slutskii, Sobranie sochinenii v triokh tomakh (Moscow, 1991), 1:146–47.
4. All translations are mine.
5. See Michael Rothberg, Multidirectional Memory: Remembering the Holocaust in the 

Age of Decolonization (Stanford, 2009).
6. Boris Slutskii, O drugikh i o sebe (Moscow, 2005), 178.
7. Ibid., 179.
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Equally emblematic is Slutskii’s employment of his favorite imagery of 
horses, which blends the animalistic with the human.8 The sober and seem-
ingly detached depiction of the horses is both parabolic and deeply detailed. 
The poet draws a lesson from their horror and yet refuses to turn them into 
icons. The statements, “Horses eat wheat and hay” and “the Volga flows into 
the Caspian sea,” allude to Anton Chekhov’s short story, Uchitel΄ slovesnosti 
(The Teacher of Literature), where Ippolit Ippolitych, a teacher of history and 
geography, mutters in his near-death delirium, “the Volga flows into the 
Caspian sea . . . Horses eat wheat and hay.”9 These truisms lose all their basic 
and factual validity in the face of the catastrophic reality of the Holodomor, 
experienced and witnessed by the speaker. Slutskii turns the general and the 
platitudinous into a picture that is devastatingly concrete and at the same 
time predicated on a new universal rule of radical and absolute doubt which, 
however, is still painfully personal and denies the possibility of abstraction. 
His thinking ultimately transcends the particular/universal dichotomy.

The portrayal of Germans is characteristic of Slutskii’s method of ques-
tioning the inductive and the deductive as well. On the one hand, they are 
presented as individuals, deserving of dignity, which recalls his poem, 
“Nemetskie poteri” (German Losses), in whose last lines he states: “What do 
I care?/ Did I christen the Germans’ children? / Their losses do not affect me 
in a bit!/ / All of them I do not pity! / I pity only one: / that one / who played 
a waltz/ on his harmonica.”10 On the other hand, Slutskii goes an astounding 
step further: he makes the Germans’ pronouncement—“It’s all propaganda. 
The whole world is propaganda”—his own, the poem’s coda and the corner-
stone of his vision. In response to them he puts an equal sign between the 
Nazi and Soviet systems of belief and makes it by the end his all-encompass-
ing principle of negation.

Part of this negation is the dread at judging the other, even when that 
other is the existential enemy. In a poem, written around the same time as 
“Thomas Speaks,” the speaker confesses, “I sat in judgment over people 
and know for sure / that it is not at all difficult to judge anyone, / only later 
you might feel sick to your stomach, / if you’ll carelessly remember certain 
details.”11 The poet wants to retreat from history and become a mere “school 
teacher” or a “bookseller” to avoid this messiness.12 Ian Satunovskii, an atten-
tive reader and admirer of Slutskii and a fellow veteran, fulfilled this wish by, 
first, avoiding almost always participating in the official literary process and, 
second, creating a persona of obyvatel΄ (common man) who comments, as if in 
passing, on the daily routine, including the bloody routine of the war.13

8. See in Grinberg, The Poetics of Boris Slutsky, 178–199.
9. Anton Pavlovich Chekhov, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii i pisem v 30 tomakh (Moscow, 

1974–1983), 8:328.
10. Slutskii, Sobranie sochinenii, 1:367.
11. Slutskii, Sobranie sochinenii, 1:145.
12. This brings to mind Mendele Mocher Sforim—Mendele the Bookpeddler  

(S. J. Abramovitch), the “grandfather” of Yiddish literature, and ties Slutsky to this heritage.
13. On the link between Slutskii and Satunovskii, see Grinberg, The Poetics of Boris 

Slutsky, 355–376.
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Like Slutskii, Satunovskii too centers on the individual, including at times 
the enemy. The effect on the reader of his poems’ calm, matter of fact tone is 
one of dismay or even emptiness, making the hermeneutic task of decoding 
their meaning almost futile. Satunovskii’s language can be viewed as sur-
vival speech, but it is a survival that, despite the subject’s deep unvoiced pain, 
nearly relativizes the horror and its aftermath and thus complicates the notion 
of remembrance. While Slutskii aims for completeness even at the moment of 
resolute personal denial, Satunovskii opts for the fragmentary and the non-
generalizing, resisting any total interpretation of the event or attributing to 
the individual any special value. As proposed by Ilya Kukulin, Satunovskii 
posits his “daily personal reflection as a micro-historic event.”14 Indeed, he 
operates with facts—an objective reality—but constructs no macrosystem on 
their basis. He is committed to the inductive at its most fundamental.

A number of Satunovskii’s poems, or rather fragments, from 1944 and 45 
when he was in occupied Germany, describe coming in contact with Germans. 
In fragment # “33,” he writes,

Я их не не ненавидел, I did not not hate them
пока я их не увидел. until I saw them.
Они все были как душевно больные, They all seemed sort of mentally ill,
«Фриц, а, Фриц, хочешь пить?»— “Kraut, Kraut, want some water?–
еле двигались и быстро что то говорили,— Barely moving and mumbling something fast–
«скажи Гитлер капут».15 “Say Hitler kaput.”

Evoking the call to hate the Nazis, made by Ilya Ehrenburg and others 
at the beginning of the war, Satunovskii draws a distinction between collec-
tive sloganeering, however justified and noble it may be in this case, and the 
power of personal encounter, embodied in the word play of same root verbs 
“nenavidel/uvidel”—“hated/saw.” By repeating “not,” as if stuttering, “I did 
not not hate them,” Satunovskii confuses the reader and relays his own inde-
cisiveness. He did hate them, but not really. By describing and remembering 
the mocking of German POWs by the Red Army, Satunovskii humanizes them 
and makes worthy of if not compassion, then at least pity, but stops short of 
anything like Slutskii’s discovery of the axiom of universal propaganda.16

In fragment # “45,” there is an encounter with the individual German:

Вечером—часам к девяти десяти In the evening—around nine ten o’clock
к моему окну подкрадывается фриц a Kraut from the POW camp
из лагеря военнопленных. crawls toward my window.
Минут пять или шесть For about five or six minutes
он стоит навытяжку—отдаёт честь. he stands at attention—gives me the salute.

14. Kukulin sees the same quality in Lidiia Ginzburg’s Notes from the Blockade. Ilya 
Kukulin, Proryv k nevozmozhnoi sviazi: stat΄i o russkoi poezii (Ekaterinburg, 2019), 187.

15. Ian Satunovskii, Stikhi i proza k stikham (Moscow, 2012), 27.
16. For an analysis of this fragment in its entirety, see Marat Grinberg, “Poetry of 

Witness and Poetry of Commentary: Responses to the Holocaust in Russian Verse,” in 
Victoria Aarons and Phyllis Lassner, eds., The Palgrave Handbook of Holocaust Literature 
and Culture (Cham, Switzerland, 2020), 313–14.
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Я делаю вид, что ничего не вижу. I pretend that I see nothing.
Ничего не вижу, See nothing,
ничего не слыш . . . hear noth . . . 

А! Aha!
так вот вы какой, So that’s what you’re like,
господин Мышь! Mr. Mouse!
Господин Фихте! Mr. Fichte!
Господин Ницше! Mr. Nietzsche!

Мгновение останавливается. The moment stops.
Мы смотрим: он на меня; я на него. We both look: he at me; I at him.
Потом я отворачиваюсь. Then I turn away.
Больше ничего.17 And then nothing.

Here there’s a potential of a dialogue in the Buberian or Levinasian sense: 
in seeing and recognizing the other, a German POW, an ironic stand-in for the 
presumed greatness of German culture, which becomes completely thwart-
ed.18 The moment of blindness transforms into one of sight and mutual con-
templation to abruptly result in nothingness. The line “the moment stops” 
seems to allude to Goethe’s Faust, but it carries no hermeneutic weight. Again 
the similarities and contrasts with Slutskii are unmistakable. Both employ 
the same language, redolent of the war realities, but if Slutskii’s interroga-
tion turns into an exchange of insight, Satunovskii refuses to impregnate the 
silence with meaning.

The enemy factor is, however, key here. It is paradoxically the former 
military prosecutor and ideological officer Slutskii who makes the foe a like-
minded partner. A hardly ever ideological Satunovskii cannot bring himself 
to do that, which speaks to the emotional force of his seemingly indifferent 
verse. His lyrical voice shifts into a much more curative tenor when he remem-
bers the individuals like himself—Soviet Jews of his generation—those who 
survived and those who did not either at the front or in the massacre ravines. 
Their still fragmentary yet deeply detailed portraits rescue them from obliv-
ion. Consider fragment “634,” composed in 1969:

Гришка Беркович . . . и Зёзька Берк ович . . . Grishka Berkovich . . . and Ziozka Berkovich . . . 
Гришка учился со мной, Grishka was at school with me,
а Зёзька был младше. and Ziozka was younger.
Оба похожи на зайцев. Both looked like hares.
Я, вроде бы, видел I think I saw
Гришку—в последний раз— Grishka—for the last time–
на каком то плацдарме.– on some bridgehead.
Зёзька тоже воевал, но мало: Ziozka was also at the front, but not that long:

17. Satunovskii, Stikhi i proza k stikham, 35.
18. On Buber and Levinas’s dialogic thinking, see Peter Atterton, Matthew Calarco, 

and Maurice S. Friedman, eds., Levinas and Buber: Dialogue and Difference (Pittsburg, 
2004).
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он был в плену, He was captured,
в фашистском плену. captured by the Nazis.
Как он выжил, How he survived,
как он остался в живых— how he managed to stay alive—
непостижимо уму! one cannot even imagine!
Точно одно: One thing is for sure:
Зёзька Беркович, типично еврей ский Ziozka Berkovich, a typical Jewish
зайчик, little hare,
вернулся, returned home,
шагнул на отцовский порог stepped on his father’s threshold
(отец умер до революции), (the father died before the revolution),
чтобы, in order,
отбыв положенный срок, having served his sentence,
поселиться to settle
навечно forever
в Норильске.19 in Norilsk.

Like in “Thomas Speaks,” the memorial terrain here is also multidirectional, 
bringing together the war, Holocaust, and Gulag strands. While Ziozka 
(Satunovskii’s usage of nicknames invokes a special Soviet Jewish atmosphere) 
manages to survive the Nazi hell, he cannot avoid being sent to a Soviet camp 
in Siberia, where he stays after being released. He settles in Norilsk “forever” 
and thus, at least in the realm of poetic language, lives forever.

One of the most poignant of such elegiac fragments is # “55,” which again 
imbues a recollection with an acutely haunting and humanizing sentiment, 
bringing together the fate of a Russian and a Jew in the moment of destruction:

Сашка Попов, перед самой войной окончивший

Госуниверситет, и как раз 22-го июня
зарегистрировавшийся с Люсей Лапидус—о ком же ещё
мне вспоминать, как не о тебе? Стою ли
я—возле нашего общежития—
представляю то, прежнее, время.
В парк захожу—сколько раз мы бывали с тобой на Днепре!
Еду на Чéчелевку, и вижу—
в толпе обречённых евреев

об руку с Люськой
 ты, русский!—

       идёшь на расстрел,
Сашка Попов . . . 20

19. Satunovskii, Stikhi i proza k stikham, 282.
20. Ibid., 47.
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Sashka Popov, who graduated right on the eve of the war

from a state university, and married Liusia Lapidus

right on June 22nd—who else

can I remember, if not you? Whenever I

stand near our dorm

I remember that past.

Whenever I come to the park—how many times we came here to see the Dnepr!

Whenever I drive to Checheliovka, I see

you in the crowd of condemned Jews,

holding Liusia’s arm,

  you, a Russian!–

    are marched to be shot,

Sashka Popov . . .

For Satunovskii, the ground carries the omnipresence of the war and the 
Holocaust. Checheliovka is one of central historic neighborhoods of Dnipro 
(the formerly called Dnepropetrovsk), which had a significant Jewish presence. 
In October 1941, the Jews of the city were rounded up and marched through 
the center of the city to be massacred in a nearby ravine. Significantly, the 
poem is written in 1946 in Dnepropetrovsk. Like in Claude Lanzmann’s Shoah 
(1985), a return to the place of origin brings the buried memories alive and 
turns the recent past into the never-ending present. The ellipsis at the end 
simultaneously perpetuates this work of memory and renders it unbearably 
painful and indeterminate.

The place, often it is his native Kharkiv, is of paramount importance for 
Slutskii as well, both as a memory trigger and as a bearer of meaning, as we 
saw in the recollection of Holodomor in “Thomas Speaks.” It is fitting to con-
clude this essay with his poem, likely written in the immediate aftermath of 
the war and published once in 1966, that personifies Ukraine and locates in it 
the source of blessing:

Украину—поперек и вдоль, Ukraine—all along and through
всю—от Купянска до Севаст ополя, all of it—from Kupiansk to Sevastopol,
мы прошли пешком, we crossed it by foot,
насквозь протоптали, burrowed into it,
вымеряли бедствие и боль. measured its misery and pain.
Украина очень хороша: Ukraine is a true beauty:
сад вишневый подле хаты белой. a cherry orchard near a white hut.
Что ты с ней ни совершай, ни делай, No matter what you do to it,
все равно. Жива ее душа. it’s all the same. Ukraine’s soul is alive.
Все равно. Весной из-под земли All the same. In spring,
злаки лезут. Фрукты поспешают. cereals sprout through the ground. Fruit ripen.
Тополя стоят, как короли: Poplars stand like kings:
Украина многое решает. Ukraine is deciding much.
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Или степь. Великие быки: Or take its steppe. The bulls are mighty:
мост им ставь на шею—мало, мало, put a harness on their necks—that won’t hold,
тащут на себе, как самосвалы, like dump trucks they drag
пирамиды снеговой муки. pyramids of snowy flour on their backs.
С марта сорок третьего, когда From March of forty three, when
с эшелонов в Купянске сошли мы, we got off the echelons in Kupiansk,
шли мы, солнцем медленным палимы, we walked, burned by the slow sun,
и от нас бежала прочь беда.21 and the misery ran away from us.

Ultimately, what links Slutskii and Satunovskii together is their profound non-
dogmatism, embodied in the seemingly opposed gestures of Satunovskii’s 
lowering of poetry to aphoristic fragments, which resists imposing meaning 
on the event, and Slutskii’s thirst for completeness, which attempts to under-
stand the historical horror and arrive at some all-encompassing principle. 
Both shun the collective in favor of the particular and cling to concrete mem-
ories and the sites that contain them. It is in this non-dogmatism that their 
main value lies for the reader in this moment of devastating crisis for Russian 
literature and culture, the moment when Ukraine again “is deciding much.”
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21. Boris Slutskii, “Ukrainu poperek i vdol’…,” Iunost’ 5 (1966): 37.
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